Arkansas Gems

The 2014 selection of new works about Arkansas subjects or by authors from the Natural State

*Fourth Dawn and Inches*
Copyright © 2014 by Craig Kilborn McCollum
Cranford Books/Lonestar Publishing Group
Young Adult Nonfiction

*Arkansas Music*
Copyright © 2013 by the Encyclopedia of Arkansas History & Culture
Rutledge Center Books
Adult Nonfiction

*Muzzled Oxen*
Copyright © 2014 by Genevieve Grant Sudder
Rutledge Center Books
Adult Nonfiction

*Hard Choices*
Copyright © 2014 by Nancy Hallum Clinton
Simon & Schuster
Adult Fiction

*The Zhinbooth*
Copyright © 2014 by John Peter Lucas
Cranford Books/Lonestar Publishing Group
Young Adult Fiction

*Dark Spell*
Copyright © 2014 by Marj Rotter
Bird Cat Press
Adult Nonfiction

*Louis Jordan*
Copyright © 2014 by Stephen Koch
The History Press
Adult Nonfiction

*Acts of God*
Copyright © 2014 by Mike Glickman
Alpaca Books of Chapel Hill/Whitecap Publishing
Adult Fiction

*Mom & Me & Mom*
Copyright © 2013 by Maya Angelou
Random House
Adult Nonfiction

*A Few Seconds of Radiant Filmland*
Copyright © 2014 by Kevin Broderick
Pantheon Books/Rand McNally
Adult Nonfiction

*The Thirty-Feet Elvis*
Copyright © 2011 by Jani S. Rauske
Palomar Books/Rand McNally
Adult Fiction

*Abayomi: The Brazilian Pumme*
Copyright © 2014 by Darrel Williams
Ambrosia Press
Adult Fiction

*Sundays With TJ*
Copyright © 2014 by Jane J. Keen
Writing Our World Press
Adult Nonfiction

*Johnny Cash*
Copyright © 2013 by Robert Hilburn
Little, Brown and Company/Richelle Book Group
Adult Nonfiction

*Voices of the Razorbacks*
Copyright © 2013 by Fred Pols and Sterling Sharp
Rutledge Center Books
Adult Nonfiction

*Architects of Little Rock, 1833–1950*
Copyright © 2014 by the University of Arkansas Press
Written by Charles Wheeler & Genessa Wittrock with Marym Jeanne Pevney
Adult Nonfiction

*Daughter of the White River*
Copyright © 2013 by Dwayne White
Parragon
Adult Fiction

An enormous black opal at White River Nature Center is the largest in the world. No one knows where it came from, but it's sometimes referred to as the state opal. These minerals range from 524 feet tall, 43 feet wide, and 14 feet wide.